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What is the value of updating Street View
content within Google’s product ecosystem for
destination marketing organizations?

BACKGROUND
Google Street View is a remarkable tool for travelers, which provides an immersive experience before they arrive and
offers valuable wayfinding while in market. Google recently opened the Street View platform to other publishers,
allowing DMOs to contribute to this tool for the first time.
Street View of Bermuda had not been shot by Google since
2015 and coverage was only of main roads, missing a
substantive portion of the island. While Google does not
release Street View session data, image view data
suggested that millions of views per month were
delivering an outdated or incomplete experience.
Bermuda Tourism Authority (BTA) worked with Miles to
proactively capture new footage with an Insta360 Pro
camera. The camera was mounted on the roof of a car and
controlled via tablet. A team of two – driver and technical
lead – documented the island over six days.
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OPPORTUNITY
Until recently, the content in
Google Street View was only
sourced from Google vehicles and
Trekker cameras. Destinations
had no control over when and if
their market was updated or the
quality of the content published.
BTA’s Street View initiative is
one of the first of its kind to
demonstrate how this marketing
resource can be successfully put
to use by DMOs.
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This program marries the reach
and practical application of a
platform like Street View with
the inspiration of destination
marketing. It invites the world to
step into Bermuda, look around
and discover the island’s unique
beauty and character.

Goals and Objectives
The purpose of the initiative was
to extend the reach of BTA
beyond its owned channels in a
way that positively impacts the
perception of the destination.
Though Bermuda is only 21 sq.
miles, there are more than 270
miles of paved roads, with only a
fraction of them available in
Google Street View. The goal of
the program was to cover the
roads that had never been
documented and update those
shot in 2015 by Google.
BTA also wanted to take
advantage of branding
opportunities, including, the
potential millions of views per
year of images containing the
Bermuda logo and URL.

EXECUTION

This was an ambitious endeavor using new
technology. The primary challenge was creating
an efficient workflow between video capture,
processing the (very) large files and uploading to
Street View accurately. With dedicated support
from Miles and the Google Street View team, the
entire island was shot and uploaded in under a
month.
Street View is captured at 5FPS and converted
into a series of stills. In total, six days of shooting
conducted jointly by Miles and BTA produced 30+
hours of footage (582 GB & 290 segments). The
Bermuda logo was added to the bottom of each
image.
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BTA is the first country DMO to update its own Google Street
View content, and the initiative earned a Platinum Adrian
Award for the collaboration between Miles, BTA and Google.
The effort quadrupled the Street View coverage of the island and
contributed new roads and new businesses to Maps that hadn’t
previously been visible within Google.

Results

More than 366,000 total images were uploaded to Google Street View,
totaling 263 miles of roads. The new content has generated more than 15
million views in the first year of being published and adds about 1.3 million
views per month on an ongoing basis.
Every image contains the Bermuda logo in the bottom of the sphere
covering the camera. Because the traveler is encountering BTA outside of
an owned channel and within the product of a large, trusted brand like
Google, the program reinforces the BTA brand as the source of quality
information.
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